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FOREWORD

This report evaluates the results of a teacher inservice training program conducted
by the Human tssourpes Research OrganiAtion for the River Rouge, Michigan School
District. The program was designed to bring about improvements 'in the achievement of

udents by changing th instrtietional processes used by teachers in the classroom.
The-report is. concenad with evaluating the program at the end of its second' gear of

operation. The, primary \emphasis of the evafuation is on the determination of gains in
student achievement tha\t may be attributed to changes in instructional proceSses intro-
duced by program teachers. ,

The training was conducted by HumRRO Division No. 5,. El Paso, Texas, Or. Albert
L. Kubala, Director. Dr. William H. Melching Was the principal investigator and Dr. Paul
(G :-Whitmore participated throughout in the conduct of the work. During the first year. of

,t1w work, Dr. Edwant W Frederickson assisted in presenting workshops and in guiding
follow -on efforts.

.

Special assistance in scheduling and arranging the workshops and in guiding teachers
during follOw-on efforts was provided by Mr. Fredric A. Rifkin, Director of Federal
Projects for the River- Rouge School District.

The. training program ancLevalu'ation were conducted under, contract with the River
Rofge. Michigan' School Di4rict.

a

Meredith P. Crawford
President

Human Resources Research Organization



SOVIMAIZY- AND CONCLUSIONS

.

PROBLEM

During the summers of 1970 and '1971, the.Human Resources Research Organization
presented a series of workshops tb elementary teachers of the' River Rouge, Michigan.
School ,Districi,. The divorkshops and:aoociated foll6t-on- efforts sought to .bring about
_increased student achievement by-changiltinstructional practices used by the teachers.

This report is concerned with evaluTting the program at the' end of its second year
of operation. The focus of the evaluation isprimarily on determining the amount of gain
in student achievement that might be attributed to the program.

METHOD

'Flit. workshops focused on the following educational practices:
Development and Use of Instructional Objectives
Implementation of Concepts of Learning Modules and Master"'y TeSts
Employment of-Contingency Management Techniques in the Classroom

Worksh.ops on these topics were designed o provide participants with first-hand
practice,, 4nd experience. During the school year following each summer workshop, a
follow-an program was conducted. Its goal was to increase the probability of successful
attempts t)y teachers. to implement the techniques and procedures they had learned.
Support for the teachers was .provided -by personnel 'from the School District. and by
visits from a team of HumRRO researchersNumerous inservice meetings with teachers
4ere held throughout the two school years.

Although program teachers had aweloped and used behavioral objectives for their
classes, there was .rro assurance that standardized test objectives were included. However,
since funding from the state for the \program was contingent upon attainment of a
specified gain oh a standardized test, it was felt 'that test objectives' should be made
available to teachers. Since such objectives w(r unavailable from 'the publisher, they were
constructed by the authOrs by inference from items on one form of the test. Sample test
items were then developed from the test objectives and Provided, to each program
teacher: Teachers ..were informed how the test objectives were made and were encouraged
to generate additional test items. No effort was made to rontrol the extent to which
teachers used such materials in their,classes, For evaluation purposes, students with a test
achievement one year or more herOw grade level were designated target students Such
students were selected only from classes of program teachers.- .

RESULTS

Grades 2-7

I) Target stude,nts readily achieved the gain in..achievement required by the state,
(2) Gailfs of target students-were not obtained''at the expense of non-target students

of -program teachers., for the .mean gain ofnon-target students was actually greater.
However, the' difference was small and not statistically significant.

13) When, scores of target and non-target students of program teachers _were
..bined. and their mean scores compared with Students of,non- program teachers, the results

7
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showed:that the students of program teachers gained significartly more, In fact, students
p prograro teachers gained almost twice as much as did) students of non-program

teachers.
t4). Pre est scores of students of program teachers were found to be equal to or

slightly less (in ,9 of 12 cases) than pretest- scores of students cf. non-program teachers,
thereby dis minting the possibility that the results could be attributed to pretest
differences.

Grades K-1

Mean gain scores of students of program teachers tende o,be larger than thoSe of
non-prograi teachers, but the differences were smalland.inconsistent. No statistical tests
Were perry med.

CONOLUS ON§

Sever 11 _program aspects may have been influential with respect to the achieVement
gains shoved by students, but no one single factor would seem to be 14rimarily respon-
sible. Tetchers acquired not only new classroom techniq ies but also new ways cif

'conceivini teacher-student interaction and responsibilities. The outward egect of these
new con ptions was an, improved level of teacher functioning. _ There N\(as , more

concerto effort to bring students up in achievement, and this was possible becmse_the
e,

classrbon atmosphere was nrOre conducive to learning; that is, mdie children were
assigned learning tasks at which they could succeed and for which they could'. receive
recognit )n and approval with a minimum ustt of coercion or threat.
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PROBLEM

BACKGROUND

4 In the Spring of luct, the River Rouge, l ichigaa School District contracted vith
the HumanResources Research Organization to help plan and conduct a pro am to
increase the#aehievement of children in its four elementary schools. Theresultin program
consisted` o, teacher workshops and follow,on efforts designed to bring. trbo improve-
melts in the achievement of students by changing the instructional proce es used by,
teachers in, the classroom.

This deport is concerned .with the evaluation of the program at the en of its second
year of oeration. The primary emphasis le the evaluation is on the dttermination of
gains iii 4tudent achievement attributable Co' the changes in instructional processes intro
duced lx% the program teachers: .

A (tomplete description of the activities of the set of workshops was prepared
previously (1), but to aid the Wader with the current. report, a g/enral review of the
rationale; and goals of the workshops will be presented here.

,1

TEACIjER WORKSHOPS

Tvo successive groups of teachers were. trained by means of a series of inservice
teacher workshops conducted during the, summers of the two years of the program's
opera0or:7970 and 1971). During' the first year, 24 teat ers entered the program, and
an' aqditional, 25 were added during the second year. T achers were accepted into the
,grog am on 'awOluntary basis only. ftowever, they were p id for their participation in the I

° 'rsuminer workshoPs and each one was assigned a teache aide.during -the regular school
-w"ear/. Promn-',tedchers were the only teachers in the' iiver Rouge School District who
h a d tetelleir; aides.

Ithe Instructional, processes that these workshops s ught to establish in the classroom
base tr on the premise that poor academic perform nce is largely caused-by inadequate

:lig. of rewards or reinforcers, Combined. with inadequately stated and inadequately
applied instructional gdals and too low a learning ciiiterion. These deficiencies in instruc-
tional proceges Often result in high rates of.nonp odUctive or escape behaviors on the
part oT the children, vague1:. defined aid perhaps misdirected instructional activities, a
le[trp-ihg eiiv.i\ronment in- which failure and its debilitating effects are unnecessarily
imposed upon. many of the children, and an accumulation of habit interference between
p eviously learned behavior anthnew behaviors.

The workshops focused on the following edu/:ational practices:
Development and use. of instructional o jectives.
'Implementation of concepts of learnin modules and mastery tests.
Employment of contingency.managem nt techniques in the classroom.

Workshops' on these topics were designed to provide participants with first-hand practice
, and-experience. Numerous practical exercises ' ere built into each workshop, and partici-

. cpans- were asked to rase instructional materals, course content, and specific behavior
pl.robIerns 'from their own work,environme is and experiences. The intent of these

. :requirenientt; was tf) move, each' teacher oward the operation of an individualized

classroom. -

1 1



The motivation and control techniques to be acquired by the teachers from the
several workshop experiences,would, although seemingly.untelated, actually constitute a

, set of closely interrelated procedures. The goal was to enable each teacher to implement
each of the techniquesinstructional objectives, learning modules, and contingency
management- in his class in the aiming. school Ntear.

-
RATIONALE AND CONTENT-OF THE WORKSHOPS

A rationale for eaCh workshop is presented below.

Workshop on Instructional Objectilies

The need for instruction in this area is ,based uperithe prerhise that, although
teachers customarily attempt to express the gOals of then' instruction, they often.do not
state these- goals. in .explicit and unamMgudus terms'. For example, they often phrase such
goal:: in terms of the instructional content, or ifi ter-ms Of the behavior engaged iii by the
teacher..Seldom are the goals of instruction .stated In terms of What the student muse'
learn to -do. Today the consensus among those' engaged in research on learning is that
'better teaching 'i(l better learning result when goals are stated in terms of student
performaiice..

Use Of clearly formulated statements of behavioral goals of instruction is desirable,
on several. grounds:

:inch statements common irate instructional content .arid instructional
outcomes more accurately and explicitly than do other means of stating.
class goals. Thus, communication is facilitated between... teacher and
students, teacher and aides, or teacherandadministrator. ",

.121 They foster preparation of relevant and necessary instructional experiences
for students. When goals are :'clearly .stated, it is easier to decide what
instruction is relevant and what is irrelevant.' f

13j They provide a sound basis for the .organization and construction of tests:
Without explicit objectives, Meaningful and valid test items cannot be
formulated. P

A

(4) They tend to ensure consistency in achievement from teacher to teacher or
from' teacher to aide.

Workshop on Learning ,Modules and Mastery Tests

Administrative requirements with regard to Van4g and presenting inatuction are
frequently not compatible with the student's r ,eds, expectatiolis; and capabilities.
Becausei teachers are -confronted With the need to "co v stated arhotmt.Of'material in
a give' period of time, there is often a tendencyto present instruction faster or in
greater chunks than sorne students can effectively assimilate it. While- the, studilit is still
strugg ng. to accomplish one segment of material, and before he has deMonstrated
mastery of it, new material may -be introduced and he may never haVe an opportunity to

the missing knowljdge= and skills: The result is that the student gets fa'rther and
firth r behind, and increasingly frustrated with "the system,"

/An approach to this problem that has..enjoyed 'some success is one in which the
total amount of Material to be- learned in 'a semester or in a year is diVided into more
manageable segments called units on, "learning modules."/Associated with each module is -,

an objective or set of and 'a corresponding. criterion or mastery test. The task
for the. student in..learning the material is to undertake it module by module; ad.vancing .
to a now in,<)di f-,.'only after he has satisfactorilarcoinplished the preceding one



This procedure tends to .:foster more positive attitudes in the sttident toward' the,.
.

toward'
subject matter to be learned, partly because. he now. has greater control over the rate at
which material must be learned. Some other benefits that accrue from the. division of
instructional conthit into learning modules are as follows:

(1) They, provide as controllable instance in which desired student behavior
that. is, learningmay he appropriately reinforced. Successful .accomplish-
went. of 'a module, in other Words, sets-up a situation in which the teacher

- may reward the student.
(2) The use of.modules gives the student timely feedback 'about his progress in

mastering the material to be learned. He knows hoW well and how fast he
is progressing,. and he knows What is yet to be accomplished.

(,8) The use of modules also tends to:reduce the number of opportunities in
'which the student might experience failure. The student is not permitted to
attempt new instructional material until he has demonstrated satisfactory
'performance in earlier material.

(I) Modules tend to reduce interference in learning by beginning training on
one behavior only after the preceding ones have been fairl well established.

Workshop on Contingency Management (CM)

.The way the teacheeinteracts with and responds to the student-.whether or not the
teacher realizik' it la a ''gnificant role in the attitude of the student toward learningp ys si
and in his .level of performance in the classroom. For example, the relative effectiveness
of a classroom, the extent to, which students engage in positiVe'learning.activities, and the
amount of disruptive behavior that occurs are all reflections of the extent of the' teacher's
classroom control. '

Educational iteratUre amply supports the contention that the teacher can modify
and control the performance of the students, both academic and disciPlinary, by con-
trolling his own respqnses .(j2). This finding holds across all sorts 'of teacher personalities,
and Tot all sorts- of student.problems. With systematic training,"any teacher can cone to
control his own behavior. in ways that will improve the performance of the children
being taught, ,

The appidach by which to institute such classroom controltermed "contingency
management"has been found to be. 'an effective means for facilitating, appropriate
human "behavior. Its premise, derived fi-m operant conditioning research, is quite simple:

. The likelihood of a given behavior" depends on .its consequence: Behaviors 'that are
'folloWN1 "by satisfying or rewarding events are more likely*to recur than behaviors, that

. are followed by unsatisfaajory or nonrewarding events. If the kinds of stimuli -that are
rewarding or yeinf9rting to a student are 'known,- by observation, then the reinforcer
should be`pfeselted if the desired behavior by the student appears. For example,-if candy
is known. .) be a reinforcer for a student, then it-can be used to increase the likelihood

perform,a certain way; the candy becomn, a tool by which to control (reinforce)
'specific student b.ehavior. . . -.. .,

The nature of stimuli that can be reinfOrcing varies widely; Under certain cir-
cumstances. any of the following maY, serve as reinforcers: .money, toys, food, free time,
teacherattention, teacher praise, academic recognition, hrid.so ,on. -

It has become quite common to use simple tokens (e.g., "points ") as reinforcers.

Becasue of .t1;e. demonstrated effecdveness of tokens for maintaining and motivating.
academic behalhor, many writers 'speak of a `.token economy. To help 'control and
,motivate student performance, the teacher and the student may enter into a contingpricf
contract: The teacher informs the student that a:given reinforcer will'be awarded. when
he display-s appropriate behaviorcorrectly pronounces a givePi word, constructs -a
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sentence, stays in his seat a fixed period of time, works an addition problem, or performs
some other academic task. For such behavior the student may accumulate tokens or
points, exchanging them at a-later,tirne for a desired reward.

A ,distinction Was made between general CM procedures and .4ormal- CM programs_
The general procedures Consist' of positively reinforcing (i.e., approval, praise, and_Success
in learning) appropriate behaviors, extinguishing -(i.e., ignoring) inappropriate 'behaviors,
and,, minimizing aversive conditions (including the use of punishment), in the learning
environment. A formal CM program consists of i. functional analysis of explicit behaviors
in the learning environment and the specification and implementation of a behavioral
strated -for modifying the frequency of such behaviors: Formal programs may Nary-froth
simple two-Week programs for shaping one behavior of one- child to complex token
economies extending throughout the year and concerned with many different behaviors

.

of the children in an entire class.

CONDUCT OF THE WORKSHOPS

Each workshop participant received a copy of a special Workbook prepared by.
IiumRRO. This workbook stated the objectives for each' workshop, presented' a schedule

'`OT activities, and gave definitions of workshop terms. It also contained four sample
programs in contingency management, providing detailed instructions to the teachers.
Using the programs as guides, each teacher could prepare procedures for modifying
designated student behavior.

The workshops extended over a period of four weeks in the summer of 1970and
four weeks in the summer or1b71. A total of 24 teachers attended the first workshop
and- 25 attended the second. The contingency management workshop was scheduled in
conjunction with instruction of selected students from the River Rouge School District.
The teachers Were arranged in pairs and each pair was assigned to a clasS of approxi-
mately 10 to 15 students. Each teacher pair provided its class with two hours of
instruction in reading and mathematics each day. Members of the research, team visited
each classroom daily and provided each teacher with feedback regarding his application of
contingency management'techniques in the classroom. .

A substantial portion of the instructional objectives Wol.kshops was spent in deriving
or selecting-and Modifying objectives for use ,during the reghlar school year. A set of

,..,-,terminal objectives was deVeloped du'ring :the first summer for K-3. This set was refined
and expanded' to.K-7. during the second summer.

The objectives developed during the summer workshops provided the River Rouge
School District with an integrated set 'of learning criteria. Ideally, these criteria shduld
have provided the basis for evaluating the effects of the program on student achievement.
However, other considerations led to the selection of commercial standardized tests for
assessing student achievement. Not all the performances required on the 'test were
inchided in the set of objectives developed in the summer workshops. Hence,,, it became
necessary to atignient this set of objectives with objectives that did specify the perform-
ances required by the, standardized tests. Only in this way could instruction and eValua-
tion be directed Positively toWaa,at least some of the same objectives. The augmentation
of these objectives is discussed later, in this report.

THE -FOLLOW-ON PROGRAM

During the school year following each summer workshop, a follow;-on program was
conducted in which the- primary goal' was to increase the probability of successful

14



attempts by teachers to iniplement the techniques and procedures they had learned in, the

summer workshops in'their regular classes. One premise of the follow-on program was

that making a verbal or written commitment to perform specific activities would increase

the probability that a person would indeed perform such activities'. An attempt was1 made

to get each teacher_ to make a formal commitment to implement the use of behavioral

objectives and eontingency management in his ...instructional procedures; making such a

commitment wotild assure the teacher of administrative support for change activities.
The overall 'approach to the follow-on program .involved group and individual

meetings with teachers with periodic observation of teacher classroom behavior. Support

for the teachers was proyided by the school district administration and by a team of
HumRRO observers. The Director of State and Federal Projects in the River Rouge.

School- District was appointed the Program Coordinator for the follow-on program. It was

his responsibility to conduct the meetings with teachers and to observe the teachers

periodically in the- classroom and provide detailed and immediate feedback on their
performance. He was to be constantly available to the teachers to help solve any problem

that might arise. During the second year, he was jOined in some of these activities by the

District's Curriculum Coordinator.
To help teachers and' the . program Coordinator, a set of teacher performance

objectiyps was prepared and distributed, during-'the second fdllow-on program. .4 copy of

-these Objectivesjs.giyen in Appendix A. In a parallel .fashion, a set of program coordinator

performance objectives was also generated. A copy of these objectives is given in

Appendix 13..
.

The initial phase of ;the follow-on program involved observation of the classrobm
behavior -of students by teachers for the ffrst five to six weeks of each school year.

During this period, teachers were initially to identify behavior problems that.diSrupted or
prevented the establishment of* a desirable learning environment. However, some teachbrs

immediately began using contingency management procedures with their classes..A few

teachers began the year by using the list of objectives generated during the...summer

workshop to identify the performance. levels . of the students coming into their classes.

Thus, implementation of the procedures learned during the summer workshops actually

began before anticipated in these few cases.
The Program Coordinator held several. meetings with the teachers durinCeach.school

year. The HumRRO team 'made five trips to River Rogge the first 'year and three the.
following year and 1,Vere ,present for many of these meetings:* During these meetings,
prublems encOuntered; by teachers in implementing contingency management techniques

and in using behavioral objectiVes-in the clasgroom werediscussed: Solutions were arrived

at either through group discussion or through suggestions from. HumRRO research
'personnel. Contingency management programs were also developed and designed for

individual teachers who had specific behavior problems in their classrooms. These rather

informal meetings were also used for providing feedback to the teachers regarding
technical errors made in implementing CM procedures and techniques, and for providing

positive reinforcement 'of appropriate teacher behayior.
Throughout each. year, the Program' Coordinator gathered 'information and prepared

reports of the activities: of program teachers. He selected exemplary programs developed

and applied by some of the teachers in their- classrooms for publication in a special
newspaper, The Bugle, concerned only with activities in the program. In this way, he was

able -to --rein force-- successful teachers.- --withpublic _recognition .. and designate model

programs that other teachers might emulate.
,
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METHOD.

ACHIEVEMENT EVALUATION

The procedures for evaluating the effects of the program on student achievement
were largely ,determined by the requirements oP the funding agency during the second
.year of the program.- Funds for the second. year were obtained by the District Under
Section 3 of the Michigan School Aid Act, Such fund allocations are administered by the
Michigan Department of Education.

Programs funded under Section. 3 of the Michigan School Aid Act had to be
targeted toward students who were one or more Years below grade level in either reading
or mathematics.' Furthermore, it was specified that the .level of funding available for the
next year would depend upon the,achievement.gains attained by these targeted students
during. the current year. In 'order to receive full funding for the following"year; target
student *are required to gain .75 grade level in the preceding ten-month school year as
determined by pretesting and posttesting with an approved standardized achievement test.
If the period between the pretest and pOsttest,,is not,,a full ten months, then the
minimum aceptablegaihean be prorated from the ten-month requirement.

Target. students were selected only from the classes of program teachers, since the
funds were used to. support activities in which only they participated. The results oPthe
pretest were grit available to. the program teachers at the time when they had to select
their taeket students. Hence, they. had to relI on the results 6f-tests given in previous
years and on their own judgment.= The number. of target students in each program

-.teacher's class varied from four to 14; -with an average of alrnost 11 per class. AsWill be
discussed later, there were 31 program teachers at this time.

:11though the, testing effort was undertaken to determine the achievement gains.'of
the target students,' it was extended to include all students. In this way, it was,possible-to
compare The gains of target students with the gains- of otherStudents in the District as a
means of determining the relative effectiveness. of the program; teachers.

The Michigan Department of Education 'designated' a number of commercially
:11iiltible standardized achievement tests from which each district might choose. The River
Rintge Sehool District chose -that Stanford Early School i.kchievemerit Test, Level I, for
measuring the gain of kindergarten and first grade-students and the California Achieve-
ment Test (1970 Edition), Form's A and B, for measuringthe:`gains of second through
seventh grade students:

The :pretests were administered in October 1671 and thePosttests were administered
in MaY 1972, The intervening period was seven months, yielding a prorates minimum
gain. requirement for target students of -.525 years':

'AUGMENTATION OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL OBJEC IVES
WITH TEST OBJECTIVES

Although, the program teachers had developed behavioral objectives for their own
-classes during and following each summer workshop, there was 'no assurance of complete'

!Students of seventh grade teagbers whi) participated 'were funded under a different program.
2 An inspection of pretest scores show;i' that teachers were remarkably accurate. in selecting as target.

students those who scored in. the lower half of the class.



overlap between the teacher-made objectives and the objectives reflected in -the

standardized tests. Standardized tests must necessarily measure achievement in meeting a

broad c=ross section of instructional objectives from curricula throughout the nation.

Hence. the Objectives night be more or less encompassing .than those in any locally

accepted curriculum. However, since the tests constituted the criterion of success, it was

felt that the test .objectives should be available to the teachers; An attempt was'-made to

secure such objectives from McCraw -hill, publisher of the California Achievement Tests
(CATS, They replied that the CAT was based on curricular content sampling, rather than

objectives.
**, Since behavioral objectives were not available for the CAT % objectives for readingi,

were constructed by the authors by inferring them from the' items on one T orm 'of the

test. No objectives were constructed far mathematics. It was fohnd that the objectiveS,
inferred from one form of the test specified the items on both forms equally well.

Sample, items like those on the forms of the test were also developed for each of the
inferred behavioral objectives in reading.

A three-hour group session was held for -the program teachers. At this meeting, the

research team went. over the development of the test objectives and sample test items in

reachng. It was explained that these objectives were developed Specifically'to avoid .

"teaching the test." The test objectives provided a generic substitute for the test itself.'

'file group discussed. ways in which. these materials' could be used, including:
11) As a means of specifying achievement deficiencies in individual students as

determined from the pretest.
12) As a means of evaluating Individual student progress Coward eradicating

achievement deficiencies.
13) As a basis for selecting or developing practice materials for students.

ll ,\.s a. means of familiarizing students with test-taking proceduts.. '
The program teachers were alsO urged to make up additional sample test items erom the

-objectives and exchange them among, themselveS. In this war, no one,teacher would be

burdened with too great a load in making up sample -items. The teachers were also

encouraged to.. make up mathematics -items same format as used in the CAT.
However, since the CAT was not available to theri6ind no .mathematics objectives had

been prepared for it, 1111,. could not make, up items that directly' paralleled the content

of the test. -
' The extent to whiCh; program teachers, actually used these materials was neither

controlled nor even determined. Informal. reports to the Program-Coordinator,-,indicate
that at -least some of the teachers used them in at least one of the ways.discussed at the

meeting.

':- (QUESTIONNAIRES

Questionnaires were adininistered to the program teachers and. their principals at the

-,,end of the school- Year regarding their use of . the classroom, practices stressed by the

Prograin and th'ei recommendations for continuing aspects of the program.

ISample test objective's developed irrtivis-141(71-tare presented- in Appendix C. Also- included for

comparison purposes, are some teacher-made instructional-objectives and associated test items.

c



RESULTS
r.

Since several ...of the 'Program -teachers -Were dissociated from the -prograin: effort prior.
to the end of the study, it is necessary to. account for each teacher before presenting the
results-, whether qtiantitative. or other.

Of the 24 teachers who ttended the 1970 0-syries of workshops, Rim- asked to be
dropped from the program after one year, three left after one year because of pregnancy,
one left after a ...year and a half because bf illness, and one was transferred -from one
school -in the River Rouge: District to another school. Thus, these teachers are not
represented in any of the quantitative results to be presented, Z,n addition, one other
teacher, although she remained in the program, is not represented in the quantitative
results because she taught remedial reading. Thus, this evaluation contains 14 teachers..

Of the 25 teachers' in the 1971 prograM, three taught remedial -reading or special
education, three taught' high; school classes, and two asked. to be ,dropped from the
program after the summer workshop. Data from these teachers are also not included in

the quantitative. results. Iii swnmary, .then, there were ,31. teachers for whom student
achievement -data were available-14 from the 1970 workshop and 17 from 1971, Of
these teachers, 23 taught grades 2:7 while 8 taught grad,es

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Grades 2.7 \,

In examining ,,the..effects of the inservice training, the primary area of interest was
student achievement. Of particular interest, of course, was the amount of achievement
gain diSplayed by --target students. The achievement test results for target-students are
given in Table 1. Becatige the number' of studentS who.ptook the pretest and posttest
varied slightly for reading and mathematicS, the number for each content area is'given.

Table 1 shows- that ,the average gain in Gi'ade Equivalent score for all target:students--
was (1.02 for reading and -1,08 for mathematics. The target students, therefore, readily
exceeded thegains sought by' the District.'

. Table -1

Mean Gain in
Grade Equivalent (G.E.) Scores for Target Students

Grade
Number of

Teachers

Reading Mathematics

Number of
Students

Mean Gain
in G.E.

Number of
Students

:Mean Gain
in G.E.

2 5 59 .99 61 .74

3 6 76 .. 1.14 75 1,46-

4 3 33 :87 33 , .98

5 3
....

28 1:19 28 1.21

6 5 45 .74 45 1.07

7 2 21 1.13 20 ..74 ...'.'

ee ,)

,I
Total or .

.- - 9.

-_.

Mew; -* 24.9. 262 1.02 262 1.08
Y 4 0

acne teacher taught a fifth and-a sixth grade class and is thus represented
twice in the data.

1



To deterMine whether gain: of target students were obtained at the expense of
non-target students,- a'comparison was made between the average gains for these two

groups, The following procedure was used. First, it 'was assumed that the average gain

shown by all target students in a class could be viewed as a teacher score. Furtherrriore,
since each program teacher had both target and non-target students, a teacher score was
possible for both group's of" students. Thus, two distributions of teacher scores were
possible, one for target students and one for not students. To compare the means

of these two distributions, .a t test was calculated. The results of this test are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2

Comparison of Performance of Target and Non-Target
Students of Program Teachers in

Terms of Mean Gain Scores

Group

Target

NortTargeta

N

Reading Mathematics

Mean
Gain Score

SD
Mean

Gain Score
SD

24 1.02 .361 1.08 .445

24 1.21 .364 ' 1.32 .552

t = 1.23 t = 1.09

aA/alues here are based on a total of 289 non-target students.

11?

With 46 degrees of freedom, neither of these t values was significant. In other
words, although there was a tendency for non-targq students to show a greater mean

gain, this gain, was not statistically "significant, Among other things, this means that, in

instances where it would de useful, one may combine scores of target and
T;

students of progia.m teachers:
TO determine whether the gains of program teachers (target and- non-target students.

combined) were greater than those,>which might have been expected had teachers not
receivrid, special inservice training, a comparison was made with gains shown by students

in classes taught by non-program teachers: In selecting classes of non-program teachers

certain limitations seemed justifiable. For example, classes of teachers who participked
initially in the program but who later dropped out were not included. Also, classes in

the teacher changed during the school year (Le., a dew teacher Took. over The class)

were excluded. Finally, classes in which the student body did not remain relatively
constant were also excluded. Using these criteria, some 34 classes (grades 2-7) were found

suitable for comparison purposes. ,

To obtain meaningful measures of gain 'for- non-program classes (or non-program
teachers), it was first necessary to delete scores of all students who 41 not take bOth

4pretest and posttest. Once this done, pretest and posttest means were calculated for L.

each t'lass. 'Then, substracting the mean pretest score from the mean kosttest score,, a
distribution' of mean gain scores was produced. The mean of this distribution Was 1.
compared with the mean of classes. of all program teachers. A description of non -program

classes in terms of numbers of-students and teachers is shown in Table 3.
TKI.compare the mean' gain in achievement of program teachers with non-program,

teachers, a simple t. test:-was ernployed. The scores of the 24 Program teachers were baked. I
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Table 3

Description of Classes of
Non-Program Teachers

Grade
Number of
_Teachers

Number of Students
'With.Pretest and
-Posttest Scores

2 6 125

3 4 96

4 j 7 161

5 7 165

6 8 .174

7 -2 60

Total 34 781

on the performance of 551 student4 (262,1arget, 2897iin-targetr The results of this test

for lioth reading-and mathematics are shOwn in Table 4..

.1-. Table 4

Comparison df Performance of Program and
Non-,prograin TeaChers in.Terms of Mean Gain Scores.

Qroup

Reading MathematiCs

Mean ;

Gain Sc re

Mean
Gain Score

SD 4.

a

ProgrLn 24 1.11 . .325 1.20 .449

Non-Orogram 34 ..55 .451 .435

. 0.09
r'.001

t =4.83
p<.001

This table Shows that `ca was highly significant, that is, that,the mean gain score

of progrpM 14actiers was much greater. than that of non -progi m teachers in both reading

and mathen.atics. Or more correctly, the students of program teacher's made significantly

greater gaing itashipvement than did students of non-program teacher's. , .

-....
Since -gain Scores are sometimes viewed with suspicion (3/4), espeCially when pretest

levels of 4roupl differ widely, the mean pretest scores fOr each grade level for program

and nontprogram classes were calculated. Table 5 shows the results of these calculations.

Elcarninatiolm- c;)f this table shows that in the 12 comparisons reported, program"

classes haq' higher pretest Means n only three instances: These were in grade five (reading

and math.ematic).and in grade six (mathematics). In all other prograra_classes'

had slightly lower pretest Means:Because the differences were so srnall,'no statistical tests

Were performedl. .



Table 5

Mean Pretest Scores of
Program and Non-Program Classes )

Grade
Reading

2-

Mathematics.

Program Non-Program Program NonProgram

2 1.84 2.01 2.02 2.17
3 2.39 2.69 2'271 2.73
4 3.80 3.92 3.88 3.95
5 4.91 4.53 4.58 4.23
6 5.05 5.10 5.25 5.23
7 6.39 6.57 5.95 6.37-

Grades K-1

As noted earlier, all kindergarten and first grader students were administered the
Stanfcird Ea,rly School Achievement Test. Results from this test are reported in raw
scores rather than in grade equivalent scores Table 6 shows the mean raw gain scores for
target and non-target students of all program teachers. Scores for the two subgroups were
combined at the'start.

Table 6 11

Mean Gain in Raw Scores for K-1. Target and
Nort-Target Students of Program Teachers

pride Number of
Teachers

Reading, Mathematics

Number of
Students

Mean Gain
Number of

' Students
Mean Gain

K 41 8.5 7 , 41 5.8

Pre-Pnynary. 1 10 10.7 10 9.6

1 6' 128 5.1 128 4.2

To evaluate these,gains, an attempt was made to find comparable classes taught by
non-program teachers. Using priame criteria of selection asMvith Grades 2-7, only a few
classes could be identifieci? The data from these classes are presented in Table 7.

Table. 7

Mean Gain in Rain/ Scoies for K-1 Students Taught by
Non-Program Teacher's'.

Grade
Number of
Teachers

__
Reading

_
Mathematics

Number of
Students

Mean Gain Number of
Students

Mean Gain

67 8.2 67 6.8

9 TB 9 r.r.3

4 . 3.9 75 2.9
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A comparison of the two tables shows that -the students of program teachers gainer

slightly .more than students of non-program teacherS.in all but one instance (mathematics

at kindergarten level). Because the differences tended to be small and beca'uSe so few

non-program classes could he found, no statistical tests were made of the differences..

TEACHER REACTIONS
,

. . .

To obtain some- feedback from program teachers regarding 'their use of instructional

objectivs, efforts at individualizing instruction, preferred reinforcement management
technique, and so forth, a special questionnaire was devised and administered in May

1972. A total of 35 teachers completed the qUestionnaire. .

For convenience the questionnaire is used to report the teachers,: responses to the

items in Appendix D. The questionnaire / shows :tallies 'indicating hOw. the teachers'
3answers were dislributed on the'various.questiOns. ,

In general, responses orteachefs indicated. that, while they were far from unanimous

with .
respect to the use of particular objeCtives, the majority of teachers (65% or more)

used objectives rather extensively either.,as guides to preparing lesson plans or as aids in

evaluating student progress. .. -

All but one of the '35 teachers :'-indicated they had attempted- to individualize'

.instruction. Nearly all (85(.7-) these teacheiS-.used commercially available teaching in terials

as-- well' as their own materials in their individualization 'efforts. Most teachers set cted

reading and arithmetic a,i' the content.., areas in which to attempt individualization.
Approximately 75q br the teachers felt. that they were at least: "fairly successful" in their.

'
,

efforts. .

-4

...,

With respect to use of positive reinforcenientpractices, smile, 80% of the teachers ,
,

acknowledged that-their use of such practiceS had increased -at least a. moderate amount..

What ..teachers viewed as most effective disCiplinaty'practices,. hoWever, varied widely,-
<,.,. Many subscribed to a point or-.-token reward system`. Others preferred.. verbal praise,

ignoring students, giving special rewards; -applying group- prOviding academic
.,

success, ensuring a threat-free class; using a.reinfOrcernent ,menu, and -so forth: At the

same tirni,, .so-me felt that withholding rewards-,or using...some.form of -punishment-was

most effective. In 'summary, then, the full range of `Positive and`'negative reinforcement
techniques appeared to. have been used.- .

.,
With respect -to' possible changes-in the ,program, 40% either felt no change wds

'necessary or had no comment to make: Other teachers suggested the merit of obtaining

more teaching materials forthe instructor, providing each teacher with more help and
supervision, reducing the amount of formal. paper work, and arranging more frequent. :.

meetings of.progra.m ,teachers. . .. . .

Finally, only a scattering of teachers offered any "gripes" about'the program. Most

. were complimentary toward the program -coordinitor and toward the -program itself. One

.. or two teachers wanted more classroorn observations by the coordinator, less paper,. work,

and more help in individUal4ing instruction..

ADMINISTRATOR REACTIONS

To obtain reactions of school administrators ,,to the program a brief questionnaire

was constructed (Appendix E). The questionnaire was administered to the four

elementary school principals, the administrators most directly concerned with the possible

impact of the program, Responses of principals to the questionnaire are provided on the

questionnaire in Appendix E..
s..
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By their responses, the principals indicated a general awareness and approval of what

the teachers were doing-, .viewed teacher and community attitudes tow-ard the program ea-,

favorable, and recommended that the help provided to schools in their efforts to improve

instruction be continued: In, light of these reaction's, it is somewhat startling to note that

no -principal recommended that funds for reinforcers be continued. (See last itel i on

question VI.)

DISCUSSION

. At the time the inservice .raining program was- initiated, there was no expectation
that rigorolis evaluations find comparisons with.:non:program teachers would .be, involved.

The matter of prirne interest was the effect of. special training activities on the classroom

behavior of program teachers. This included, of course, the academic performance of
students, but at this time there was no attempt made. to match teachers; students, classes,
or schobls. Such an approach would have entailed'a rather complicated and costly design,

.which-'Would not be justified as being in consonance with the District's pragmatic goals.
The object was to effect change with proven processes rather than conduct. research.

'Later, when it Was known that the amount Of future funding to school districts
would be directly tied to achievement of students, a special- interest in student achieve-

Ment ensued. It, was at ,,this time, then, that preliminary thoughts were "given td pro-

cedures by performance of program teachers might be compared with non - program

teachers. It should be clear, in other words; that the study reported here was never-

viewed as an experiinent in which program" teachers served as experimental subjects and,

non-program teachers served as control subjects. .

The 'paragraphs above are intended to provide some justification for the comparison
procedures that Were 4uSed. It is acknowledged that they may not have been optimal.
Program teachers, for example, were all volunteers; teachers were not randomly assigned

to program or non-program grOups. One might question', then, whether program
teachers being. all volunteers might not simply have been better teachers at the start)
Furthermore, systematic obseryatiOnts were not made of non-program teach@rs nor were
they prOvided with all the supplementary resources giVen program teacliers.-bewite theSe

and other Matters, hoWever,---a concerted effort was' made to identify unbiased non-
program classes'(teachers) .so -that meaningful comparisons in achievement could be made

with program classes (teachers): With regard to achievement,,the results were clear.
Without 'question, the most striking .finding reported in the results was the sharp

gain in achievement (grades 2-7) shown by students of program teachers compared with

students of-non-program teachers. The finding, would seem to leave little doubt about the

effects of the training and assistance 'that were provided to program 'teachers. As was

shown in Table 4, the mean achievement gain for program classes was twice that of
non- program classes for reading, and almost that much for mathematics. Even'yfith all the

limitations and shortcomings sometimes leveled against gain scores, this. difference has

obvious practical significance. The fact that pretest means' of program classes were, in 9`'

of 12 aninstances, 'smaller- 'th npn-program classes: - lends even more weight to the ,

conclusion that,the-gains were real.
Why similar differences in achievement gains were not found in K4 grades is not

known. Perhaps achievement .tests at these levels tare, not sufficiently sensitive t
not

to0.
instruction; or perhaps test scores at these levels are ot as reliable as might be desired;

IThe Program Cloordinatot's personal opinion was that the program teachers as a group were repre-

sentative of the teachers in the system.
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or perhaps there were simply no treatment effects. This might be an area for special
inquiry in future efforts of this type.

In seeking to identify specific aspects of_the training program that may have been
most influential in producing.the grades 2-7 results, one can only offer certain specula:
tions; As might be surmised, no effort was made at the start of the study to provide
means by which the effects of program aspects could be statistically isolated. There
appeared to be no need for such sophistication as it was an action program, not an
expe4mental research efforts,

The following several -groups of factors need 'to be examined in any attempt to
identify the source of the achieVement gains.

O

instructional 'processes
'Behavioral objectives
Teacher ildelopment 'and application of grade level 'instructional

objectives.
Teacher development and application of achievement test objectives and_

sample items.
( ) Contingency management

Teacher application of general contingency management procedures.
Teacher application of formal contingency management programs.

(3) Mastery. learning .

Teacher aides
Motivational and 'guidance resources provided to The ,teachers

(1') Group meetings
(2) Coordinator visitations, feedback, guidance, and approval

.Ole questionnaire- responses tabulated in Appendix D indicate that the great
majority of the program teachers used instructional objeCtives both to guide their
preparation of' lesson plans and to Check-off pupil progress. Although these are no
queStions directly concerned with mastery learning, checking off pupil progress against
objectives is certainly an approach toward mastery requirementi. In learning how to
select and write" objectives, perhaps the most important result was that teachers came to
use more useful' practices--Lat least from the student's. viewpoint. In other words, regard-
less of the origin of objectives (workshop, teitbOok, teacher, or test), the fact that

.,objectiVes tended to be used more often than in the past. suggests 'that the focus of
teachers came to be more on the behavioral demonstration of _achievement by individual
students than on the presentation of instructional content. The program teachers may
have become more interested in what students can do now and what they shOuld be able
to '"do in the future than in hOw many paragraphs, chapters, or books had been
completed.

A somewhat slinilar interpretation might be made about the use of. c6-ntingency
management techniques. As, indicated in Appendix D, all but two teachers acknowledged
that their use a-positive reinforcement practices had increased over the past year. By
definition, then, the amount of student-teacher interaction also increased. Thus, from the
student's point of view, 'teacher's were effective because they employed practices "con-
ducive to learning. A large number of teachers indicated that they Used formal con.:
tingency management programs in their classes, and observations of teachers in the
classroom clearly s-uktantiated the widespread use of "general reinforcement:' strategies.
The program teachps became more interested in modifying the frequency of occurrence
of specifiodisciplinary and motivational behaviors of individual students instead of simply
categorizing them-as "motivated,'.' or "unmotivated," or "unruly." Changing student

. behavior became more important than simply accounting for it. And they now possessed--
the conceptual tools for effecting such change.



The instrudional-, -processes used. in the classroom by the program teachers clearly
becanie more behavioral' (and, h.nce, more specific) and more individualized with regard
to -student achievement and ro student motivation and "discipline. The interattions
between students and their to cher became determined by the students'lpehaviot more
than by the superficialities o instruction: That is, coveri'hg content and categorizing
problem children.

The assignment of teat er, aides to program teachers cannot be disnlissed lightly.
The fact that more- progratrj teachers recommended the continuation of teacher aides
(item 13, Appendix D) than/ any other aspect of the program testifies to the iniportance
of the aides. ObServations in the classrooms by the program' cOordinatEiPand research
staff confirm the criticality/of the aide to the operation of.many formal CM plograms. It
is' doubtful whether-any but the most simple token economies could be operathd without
the help of an aide..In Many instances, the aide relieved the teacher for instructional
activities by. preparing Materials, keeping records,. supervising practice and study, and
managing the comings dnd goings of students. The use of teacher aide§ physically
facilitated the program teachers' shift toward instructional processes that are individu-

-' alized, and behaviorally determined.
The responses to item 13 in Appendix- D indicated that the: three aspects of the --

program valued by thee most teachers' were all tangibles: teacher aides, 'funds for rein-
forcers, and help in individualizing instruction.' The last .of these three entries refers to
help in obtaining and learning. to use commercially prepared individualized instructional
materials rather than :help in developing their Own methods and Materials. It became
apparent during the course of, the program that teachers simply do not have the time or
broad capability to undertake the .development of Cofriplete sets of individualized
materials. Howver, they can modify and supplement commercial materials to fit local

conditions and needs,
The fourth most valued aspect of the program was guidance in using CM. This is the

highest valued non-tangible aspect of the. program. Because of its high value-arRong .the
program teachers, the -River Rouge School. District would be advised to consider main-
taining and ektending this function as a permanent teacher resource...

The remaining e-ntries in item 13 do not clearly differentiate betWeen motivational
and guidance 'resources -provided to the teachers. :Although only a moderate number of

teachers.recommensled their continuationin aggregate they suggest some modest rem:tire-

, ment 'for group invNlvement and recognition.
While one cannot separate the effects of the follow-on .program' from the other

factorst seems reasonable to ascribe a large 'portion of the findings to this aspect. The
workshops were .instrumental in giving teachers basic know-ledge and Practice in using

objectives and contingency management techniques, but it is debatable how well teachers

would have been able to implement the practices inatheir classrooms without the special

assistance and guidance provided by the program coordinator and HumRRO-researchers.
The readiness with which most teachers joined in group discussions of problems, their

eagerness to get ideas for problems confronting them, and the frequency with which they
sought external help in the management of their classes support the contention that the °
follow -on program' provided the kind of help they needed.

One might reasonably have expected that the target students would have benefited
more from the program because of the performance contracting feature of the funding
arrangement that existed during most of the evaluation year. This arrangement provided
incentive for gains made only by target students. Hence, it is natural to expect that

I Funds (cm' reinforcers were made available directly to teachers. This may account for the lack of

interela in such fundg by principals (Item VI, Administrator Questionnaire).
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teachers would make special, efforts to. help such students. While the results make clear
that teachers did help, targer;students, there is also evidence that equal help was_}-royieled---

to non-target students, `Since this incentive failed- to have a differential effect, it is

quest-ionable whe,ther it .operated as, an incentive at all.' A performan.ce 'contract also
eiste-I bet,,yeen the teacher gifid: the program .coordinator, which specified the reSponsi-
bili .es of each. A..ciSpy of this contract is given in Appendiic F: It seems niO-fe likely that

4
.th, contract established the effective incentives.

Corripared to othcr teachers, the program .teacheis' as a .grOup were prob4ably :more

attentive to the afehievement deficiencies of each child, morq certiris pas to how to
.procee,.,with each child, less aversive and punitiVe and more approving. of each child's
learning activities; add less likely to abrogate responSil5ility for solving a child's learning
or motivational problems in the face of initial.failure. They had advisory resources
available to and used by them in the form of the prograrn coordinator, fellow teachers,
and outside consultants. Professional communication among the 'program teachers was
enhanced 'by the program coordinator; by frequent group meetings, by an in-group,
newspaper, and by the common set of concepts and words learned to describe classroom
processes. The net effect of these practices was to replace the traditional solitary teacher,
who dispenses information, uncertain of his motivational and disciplinary practices, alone
and 'unnoticed in his classroom (5), with a teacher who eff 'ts. significant behavioral
changes in each child, effectively analyzes and; deals with behavioral situatiohe,7 and
ftinctions harmoniously as a 'member of a group .with shared responsibilities; for student.
learning,and conduct.

ri

,
!If the contrzict arrarigenient failed to operate as an incentive With regard to student gains, then it

becomes a matter of interest to determine whether such an arrangeinent has any effect at all. The River
Rouge program was already underway when this contract arrangement was instituted, hence the arrange-
mentcould not have ziffeqed program planning. But in, instances in which plans have not yet been formu-
lated,it'seems reasonable to speculate that such an arrangement may encourage the developmenyf low-
risk plans; that is, a school district may choose to remain with a program that they know will provide
adequate funding rather than experiment with other programs, that may fail. The.performance contract,
arrangement-in funding may discourage innovative educational programs.

1a
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Appendix A

TEACHER PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The following teacher performance objectives were prepared to assist teachers and
the program coordinator of the Rouge School District in the implementation Of

the."HwriRRO Project." The objectives were prepared to provide a comprehensive
description of desired teacher performance. The prime purpose of the objectives is to
furnish guidance to teachers with respect to the accomplishment of their jobs. The second
purpose is to aid the program coordinator in his efforts to monitor and give assistance

to teachers.

The objectives should be viewed as tentative. As teachers attempt to follow them
and the program coordinator attempts to use them in his monitoring efforts, certain.
Omissions or other inadequcies may be revealed. Thus, the objectives given here should
be viewed as subject to change. In fact, users of the objectives are encouraged to. submit

their comments and evaluations.

The objectives depict four main types of -teacher functions-.-These functions are:

I. Develop and implement training practices which maximize student
acquisition of knowledge for which the teacher is responsible.

II: Design and implement practices that strengthen those student behaviors
that facilitate learning and weaken those student behaviors that interfere with learning.

III. Plan- for and implement a program of professional growth for self

and other. teachers.'

IV. Examine and plan for a test of innovative practices in the classroom.

07.)
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Develop and implement training practices whijh maximize student acquisition of
performance capabilities for Which the teacher is responsible.

.1. Identify terminal instructional objectives in behavioral terms: It is certainly
possible and nperhapsJlesirable that .not all teachers do all the things necessary
to identify the terminal instructional objectives, but rather that the teachers
who teach a given subject matter at a given grade level divide The work among
themselves. When this occurs, the program coordinator should insure that the
group operates effectively and that assignMents are accepted and,Understood.

I. The' teachers should prepare a list of tentative terminal objectives from
each of the following requirements:.

a. The educational performances that will be required of the students
in-the. next grade of school as determined from the following sources:

(1) The textbooks and classroom tests for the next grade.

(2)> Discussions with teachers of the next grade.

(3) Standardized achievement tests administered to students during
, the next year, if any.

-b. The capabilities expected of students during the present grade of
school as determined for the following sources:

(1) The tatbooks for this subject matter and grade.

(2) Discussions with other ,teacjiers of the same subject Matter
and grade.

(3) Expectations of the school administration and community as
indicated by school policies. . .

9 The teachers should. prepare a list of final terminal objectives that are
Coordinated with the terminal objectives for the appropriate subject
matters. in both the preceding and subsequent grades. PartiCular emphasis
should be placed upon attaining resolution of differences among the

I teachers at the three grade levels.

B. Identify enabling objectives for each terminal objective to the level of the
minimally prepared student. The first step in the identificatiOn of, enabling
objectives is the preparation of a set of directions that are effective in
eliciting performance of a behavioral act from minimally, prepared students.

24

1. The teachers should prepare a draft set of directions for performing the
behavioral acts specified by each objective at a level of detail and language
believed to be appropriate for minimally prepared students. Initial effort
should be placed on those objectives whose attainment has generally been
most difficult.

2.: The teachers should test the accuracy of the draft sets of directions by
submitting them to each other for a performance review.

3.. The teachers should test each set of directions with one minimally.pre-
Tared student at a time and revise the directions on the basis of the
outcome of the test until the directions are effective in eliciting proper
performance from such students.



4. -Formulate significant directions in each set as enabling' objectives, paying
particular attention to organized information to be.stored in memory and
perceptual-motor skills not possessed by minimally prepared students.

C: Arrange both terminal and enabling instructional objectives into appropriate
groups and orders.

1. Arrange the terminal objectives into primary groups in terms of common
enabling objectives; i.e., in terms of common information pools, common
perceptual -motor skills, and similar sets of ,directions. This may be done
most readily by arranging terminal objectives along one edge of a matrix,
enabling objectives along the other edge, and placing "X"s in the appro-
priate squares. Primary groups of terminal objectives are those which
share few, if. any, enabling objectives with other groups. Further analysis
of primary grOuPs can be performed by different teachers so as to reduce
the amount of work required from any one teacher.

2-: -Arrange the-terminal-objtctivesin eactr-pieli 1111in-aryp-in order-of
learning difficulty:

a. Make estimates about the learning difficulty of each enabling objec-
tive in the primary group: Easy, moderate, and difficult should be
sufficient.

b. Select as the first terminal objective to be attained that one which
subsumes the fewest, easiest, and most common enabling objectives
and. proceed in this manner until all enabling objectives have been
placed in an order. It is. not necessary to place each terminal objec-
tive into a precise point in the order, but only into order categories.

D. Implement effective learning activities for each objective in each primarrgrOup.

1, Identify each objective as being principally concerned with one of the
following learning functions.

a. Information retrieval.

b. Perceptual-Motor skill.

Complex performance.

Develop an instructional strategy for each objective. The overall goal is
to maximize the number of effective learning responses emitted by each
student during each class period. General requirements for strategies for
each kind of learning function are as follows:

a. Strategies for'infoirriation retrieval objectives should allow the
sudent to.practice in randomly presented information-retrieval
ellents with immediate feedback."Flashcards are an example. The
student may also be provided with memory aids to prompt retrieval
in'some or all events. Preferably, memory aids should be on a deMand
schedule such that they are presented only at .the student's request.
This may require that students work in coach-pupil pairs in lieu of,
using special machines or devices.

b, Strategies for perceptual-motor skill objectives will vary depending,
upon the particular kind of skill involved. Regardless of the details of
any.' particular strategy, all of them should provide each student with

2.
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1

many opportunities in which to practice the skill under conditions
of prompting .on demand and immediate feedback. Again, it may be
most economical and effective to arrange students in coach-pupil pairs
working with specially designed materials. 0

."Strategies for complex performance objectives should provide the
student with prompting on demand for each step or group. of steps in
the Procedure. Directions for all except very short procedures should
include a. multi =level outline as a memory- aid. In many instances, early
learning can be concerned solely with acquisition. of the verbal directions
without actual practice of the performance. In this manner:' the student'.
can provide his own directions during later learning.

E. Implement apprqpriate- learning management procedures. The overallgoal is to
maximize. the number of effective learning responses emitted by .each student
during each class period. The amount of time students spend attending to presen-
tationS of information or resitations by other studenti,or -doing th-in-gs-whieh-they
already do adequately well, or doing things. which are well beyond their immediate
capability should be reduced to a.minimum. Again, different partsof the develop-.
mental work can be performed by different-teachers so as to reduqe,the amount
of work .required.from any one teacher. ,

1. The teachers should develop an evaluation system which assesses each
student's entering capabilities' and governs his progress'through the instruc-
tional program. .

a. Prepare a number of test items for each objective, as appropriate.

b. Assemble the items into at least two alternate test forms for each
objective or group of objectives to be used for both placement and
mastery progression evaluation. .

c, Assemble the remaining items into self- administered tests to be used
by students in the instructional program to determine their. own readi-
ness for the next progression test.

2. The teachers should develop a- record- keeping system which-displays the
following inforMation about each student.

a. His point of entry into each continuum of objectives as determined by
placement tests.

b. His attainment of objectives as determined by mastery progression tests
.

_c. His present placement on each continuum of objectives.

d. The objectives which he has not yet attained.

3. The teachers should develop or select instructional materials. which, in so far
as possible,,are'i'mpable of being:

a Machine-administered;

b. Peer-administered, or

c. Self- administered.

Each teacher should detect and correct progression difficulties in instructional
materials.

A
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a. Progressidn difficulties are indicated when:

(1} A large number of students fail a progression mastery test on the.
first time through the instructional Materials for that test.

(2) Some studentS, who-fail on the first try, recycle again and again
without' significant improvement. ', . e .

b. Diagnosis of the difficulty should be based on observation and on
tutorial. trials by the teacher with-students who failed to learn,.

c. Draft revisions should also be tested by means of tutorial trials with
students whoifailecl to learn with the original materials, ReVisions
should continue until satisfactory test results are obtained.

II. Design and impleinent practices which strengthen those student behaviors that.facilitate
Learning and weake n those students behaviors that interfere with learning.

A. Implement a classroom environment that minimizes erinimizes the occurrence of aversive
stimulation.

:1.. given a classroom situation typical of the teacher's experience, the teacher
should list the possible aversive conditions that could exist in. the classroom.
Aversive conditions may result from teacher behamvior, student behavior, or
from some situation within the school system. The teacher may a,sk the
students in her class to prepare a list of conditions that -they think are aversive.

9. Given a list of aversive conditions that may exIst in a classroom, the teacher
should identify those that actually exist in her classroom. The teacher may
seek the assistance of the program coordinator, the students, other teachers,
etc. in iClentifying the'conditions.

43. Given a list of aversive conditions.that actually exist in her classroom:the
teacher should, with the aid of students, prepare a set of classroom:rules that
willaid in rninimizing.aversite conditions. The teacher may also seek.the
assistance of the program coordinator in'preparing classroom rules. The
teacher should plan her instruction around aversive conditions that cannot
be eliminated. In effect, the teacher woulck be minimizing the influence Of

such aversive conditions.
.

B. Implement a reinforcing environment in the classroom that will strengthen' (or
y)icit) appropriate student learning behaviors.

1 Given the schedule of the academic program for the school year, the teacher
will prepare a fist of stddent activities, defined in behavioral terms, in each
category of behavior that facilitates learning. Suggested general categories
of behavior that facilitate learning are:

a. Orientation, which involves getting students in contact with instruc-
tiOnal materials and keeping them in contact for sufficient periods of
time. The term instructional materials includes verbal as well as
printed materials;

b. Attending, Which refers to students' presence in the classroom or
attendance at special school activities;

c. Lesson completion, which refers to the completion of 'assigned school
work, either in the classroom or away from the clasSroom;' :
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:ion- interference behavior, which includes behavior that does not
interfere with;another student's learning activities. This may include'
the absencef certain behaN' ,rs such as fighting or ,other aggressive,

behaviors.

Given the list of student behaviors that facilitate learning, yne teacher will

imPlt.-mient the general coritinOney ,management-Prdeeclures to elicit and

maintain such behaviors. In using, the general CM procedures, the teacher

will use socialreinforcement (approval, praise, success in learning) and will

ignore inappropriate behaviors that are not harmful to the student exhibiting

the behavior or to'others. When reinforcing students, the teacher should

minimize inadvertent reinforcement of inappropriate behavior.

C. Design and implementamonitoring systerh_tobe used in identifying students that

do,not respond to the general CM procedures. with appropriate learning behaviors.

1. Given a classroom environment that reinforces appropriate learning' behaviors,
the teacher should maintain a general observation of student behavior for the
purpose of identifying inappropriate individual-or group behaviors that persist.

Given an indication of the need of a formal CM program, the teacher will

-develop techniques for formal observation of individual or 'group behavibrs.

A-behavioral statement of the inappropriate behavior should be prepared by.'

the teacher. An observation schedule should be prepared providing for

specific periods of observing and recording the occurrence of the inapprb-

priate behaviors. Record forms must be modified or developed for data

recording during the observation periods.

3. Given the schedule for observing a specific inappropriate behavior and a set

ofsrecord forms, the teacher (or teacher aide) will observe and record the
occurrence of the inappropriate behavior for five to ten days..At the end

of the observation schedule, the teacher will summarize the recorded data

and determine if the inappropriate behavior occurs often enough to present

a real problem (interferes with the learning process).

1. 'Given data to indicate that a specific inappropriate behavior presents a
problem, the teacher will conduct a behavior analysis to identify the aspect
of the environment that is maintaining the inappropriate behavior. This task

will result in'the decision, that there is or is riot a need for a formal CM

program for changing the behavior.

D. Develbp and implement a formal CM program for strengthening appropriate
learning behaviors and extinguishing inappropriate learning behaviors.

1. 'Given a behavioral statement of an inappropriate behavior to be eliminated,

art appropriate behavior to be elicited and strengthened, and the environ-

mental element that is maintaining the inappropriate behavior, the teacher,

will prepare a statement Of a strategy to be used for modifying the behavior.
The complete statement of the strategy will include:

a. A list of reinforcers developed in consultation with the student(s),
principal, project coordinator, and parents,,if necessary.

h. A set of instructions to be given to the student(s) and class es an
explanation of the CM program.

c. Examples of the forms to he used irvrecording the observation data,
along with graphs to be used in analyzing the progress of the program.
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9.

A schedule for obser'v'ation of behavior and administration of
reinforcers. st

Given the complete statement of a CM program for modifying a specific
.classroom behavior, the teacher will implement the program in the class -
room. Implementation of the program requires the following steps to be
accomplished by the teacher:

a. All of the materials specified in the program statement will be assembled
prior to beginning the -program.

b. If baseline data has not been obtained, the teacher (or teacher aide)
observe and record the specific inappropriate -behavior for five to
ten days.

c. The programs should be started on a Monday by reading the set of
instructions to the student(s) and class.

d. Follo'wing.the schedule for observing behavior and admiriistering rein-
forcement for the appropriate behavior, the teacher should record and
graph the behavioral data daily. At the end of a two -week period, the
toucher should analyze the charted data and detertninewhether the
program should be continued is,,modified, or ended.

When the program is concluded, a brief report should be prepared
according to -the following format:

(1) Description of inappropriate and desired behaviors; and what was
Maintaining theinappropriate behaviors.

(2) A brief statement of the strategy Used. .

(3) A list of reinforcers and description of how .they. were administered.--

14) A.graph of the behavioral data recorded.

(5) Any comments you feel like making.

f. Following the completion Of the formal CM'program, general CM
procedures should be used periodically to maintain the. approphate
behavior.

.

In. the final two functions, the meaning of certain action verbs or other concepts may
not be completely explicit. Therefore, The following definitions or alternate'terms are provided.

Concept''

professional groWth

Alternate Term

development, advancement,imprOvement,
betterment; an increase in capability as

. a teacher

innovative. educational practice novel, new, promising educational practice

Primary Action Verb Alternate_Verb or Phrase

facilitate assist, aid, help, promote

review- examine, study, comment upon

determine judge, decide

-read* study, review

3 5 7
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Primary Action Verb' Alternate Verb or Phrase

attend be present at

select z choose, pick out

seek solicit, request, ask for

try out test, make a trial use of

reinforce strengthen, "rewardracknowledge the
worth, of

III. Plan for and implement .a program of professional growth for self and other teachers.

1. Identify areas for personal improvement

1. At staff meetings, informal staff gatherings, and -on Other occasions when
teachers might congregate, the teacher shotild faCilitate discussions 'related.'
to professional growth. As an example, the teacher should be prepared to
recommend possible activities that might lead to professional growth, as
well as to react constructively to ideas about growth as proposed by other
teachers. The teacher should not make unfair or unwarranted criticisms of
the suggestions of other teachers, but should seek to provide positive, -
solution-oriented tomments. Also, the teacher should encourage and rein-
force attempts by other teachers to provide comments.

From discussions with the program coordinator and with his assistance,
the teacher should determine areas where his teaching performance is weak
and where personal improvement might be desirable. Considering the fact
that few people.:are perfect, the teacher should be able to list two or three
areas at any time.

B. Determine possible courses of action to bring about improvement in professional
capabilities.

1. Given access to selected journals and/or zines whose intended audience
is the professional teacher, the teacher shouldgoutinely. read (or scan) such
publications for the purpose of acquiring information and suggested actions
one might take with respect to improving his protessionarcapabilities. The
teacher should be prepared to report to fellow teachers some of the, actions
described or recommended in the puhlications.

2. When feasible in terms of leaching load, location, and cost, the teacher
should attend conferences, symposia, and workshops that are focused on
professional problems of interest to the teacher. The teacher should be
prepared to report to fellow teachers any problems and recommendations
that might emanate from such,conferencesi

C. bncoupge personal improvement efforts by other teachers.

1. In all types of situations where teachers may engage in discussions focused
on professional growth, the teacher should consistently reinforce the
efforts of -other teachers to suggest ppsitiv,e ways to improve their teaching.
As convenient and appropriate, theteacher,should publicly acknowledge
the merit of suggestions of other teachers or ptheiwise make known'his
support of the suggeStion.
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9 When invited'by a fellow teacher (or program coordinator)' to review the
products (lesson plans, objectives,est items, etc.) and classroom activities
( teaching practices, learning activities, etc.) of a fellow teacher,the teacher
should reinforce tie efforts of the fellow teacher to Producq quality instruc-
tionalmaterials and to employ effeetiVe practices'in.teaching. As convenient
and appropriate, the teacher should publicly acknowledge the merit of the
other teacher's products and practices. This may be done in the presence of
the fellow teacher, other teachers, principals, program coordinator, etc.

IV. Examine and plan for a test of innovative practices in the classroom.

A. -Identify and select feasible innovative training practices.

1. When feasible in terms of teaching load, location, and cost, the teacher should
attend conferences,,symposia, and workshops that are devoted to discussion
and/or evaluation of innovative training practices. The teacher shotild be
prepared to report to fellow teachers regarding the status of such practices
and shOuld be able to defend any redommendatiOn he might make that such
practices should be instituted in his.school district.

2 ' The teacher should routinely read (or scan) reports, articles, and books that
describe, and tout innovative training practices. The teacher should be' prepared
to report to fellow]teachers regarding his understanding of the status of such
practices and should be able to defend any recommendation he might make
that such practices Should be instituted in his school district.

11

,Vrarige for test and evaluation of selected innovative practices.

1. After attending conferences orafter reading literature touting given innovative
practices, the teacher should be able to select a new'educational practice for
trial implementation in his classroom. The teacher should be prepared to
defend his sefection of an innovative practice to implemvent.

2. After having selected a given innovative practice to implement in his class-
.

room, the teacher should seek support and approval of his principal and
other administrative officials fortrial use of the educational practide. To
improve his chances of obtaining approval, the teacher should carefully
document the .evidence in favor of the new educational practice and.be pre-
pared to defend his selection of

After receiVing'approval and support from his principal and/other adminis-.
frative officials, the teacher should be able to try out a new educational
practice. The teacher should use controls as appropriate and provide for a

1.

valid evaluation of the effects of the practice.

CS,
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Appendix B
g

PROGRAM COORDINATOR PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

1, Facilitate improvements in the learning environment in each teacher's classroom.

Diagnose the learning environment in each classroom with regard to:

1. --AversiVe stimuli. Monitor for aversive practices by tht teacher and aide,
aversive social behaviors among students; and aversivephysicaA conditions,,

2. Specified achievement. Monitor forthe existence and use of both terminal
and enabling instructional objectives with mastery. learning requirements.

3. Responses -rich learning activities with contingent positive reinforcement.-

4. Learning facilitation behaviors.

5. Disruptive behaviors.

B. List all n courses of action for correcting each deficiency and negotiate
an approppate change program for each diagnosed deficiency. Such programs,
May' call for: . ,1

, 4, a

1. .Behavior changes in teacher and aide behavior, in, student social. behaviors,
..,

and in student learningOcilitation behaiiiors. .
. ..-

2. Development or acquisition 'of instructional objectives or instructional
materials. These programs may call either for selecting and buyings,corn-
mercial materials or developing teacher-made- materials. Cooperative activity
may he required among teachers either in selecting commercial, objectives
and materials or in dividing the work required to develop teacher-made
objectives or materials.

C. Follow-up each change program,--

1. Insure that appropriate support is coordinator for each progra . Such
support may include feleased time forgroupTheetings, secretari I support,
books, journals, tangible reinforcers, changes policies, etc.'

2. Monitor the implementati.gn of each program.

a. 'Behavior change programs:,Periodidally visit each classroom and
obServe behavior and learning environment. In addition, periodically
meet with each teacher to discuss progress of each program.

b. Cooperative programs amo'hg teacher,s. InSures that each,geacher under-
stands his part of the'effort. Periodically meet with tep.chets tc review

prqgress.
-

c. Acquisition of commercial materials. Insure that orders are placed and

insure tha"materials are speedily distributed when they arrive. Visit
classrooms to insure that materials are properly-used.

e;

3. Negotiate modifications in -change programs, if necessary.

fa
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Soircit a formal-report at the completion of each behavior change program
from each teacher.

II. Flacilitate professional growth in each teacher and innovative practices in each

_....._classroom.
i . .

.

." '*

. ,

"'`:'Arrange for and encourage teachers to meet together to idiscOss the development
of prograniS for their own 'professional development and innovative classtoom
practices. Reinforce teachers for change activities and refrain from non-constructive
criticism.

B. Arrange to provide, teachers with access to books, journa nd magaz;es ivhoSe
intended audience is the profess onal teacher e themto attend
conferences, symposia, and workshops that are focused on professional
pjoblems of interest to the teacher and on classroom innb ations..

C. Coordinate'Support requirements for.each teacher's professional growth and
classroom innovation activity.

1). Reinforce professional development actimities and classtooM innovations under-
taken by each teacher. At the very least; visit the, classroom to observe the
innovation as soon as the teacher _inclicatesthat he is ready for such a visit.
Alsci, provide social reinforcement.-'

*

E, Encourage antrarange for teachers to report on their innovative activities o
other teachers in the district.

,
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Appendix

INFERRED 'WCHIEVEMENT TEST OBJECTIVES
WITH SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a word of one or two syllables pronounced orally, by the teacher, selectfrom fOur
letters the letter with which -the .word begins'.

Test Item:
, .. . N.

. 0

1. . Teacher says: Dog: Student selects 'initial letter. from. these four letters:
p, h, t, d. .,

. , .. ., ,
. . . .

2. Teacher says: After. Student selects initial leper frorh,these foux letters:
.g, a, C, f. *

Given a word of one or two syllables pronounced orally by the teacher, select from four
letters the letter:with which the word ends.

TestItem:

1. T6acher says: Nail:Student selects final etter from these four letters:
h, 1, n, a.

Teacher. says: Table. Student selectS final letter from these four letters:
t; m, q, e.

,

Given a single printed key letter, select froth four alternatives. the one letter-that is the
same as the key letter. Key letters and letters in the alternatives may be small or capital,
and they may be unlike in size, e.g., key_ letter small, alternative letters capitals.

Test Item:

1. G LVGE

2. K qkql

p Zpry

Given a word pronounced orally by the 'teacher, select froth four printed words the word
that the teachei pronounced. The words should contain from three to seven letters and

Should have One or- two syllables.,

Test Item:

1. grab grip grab grow- grain

2. won win war will Won
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Given a passage having ihe following characteristics:

a. Approximately 30 to 115 wprds,

b.: Due paragraph,

c. An average of 10 to 12 words per sentence, .

d. Ail average of 1.1 to 1.3 syllables per word, and

e. Dealing with animals, boat rides, airplanes, or buildings,

the studs nt will respond to as Many, of the following kinds of items as are appropriate:

Test Item;,:

Mary had a:fuzzy little cat. She.played with it each. day after-school ometimes
she took it to the park and let it climb the walnut tree. She and the t Were

very happy. (35 words)

1. Mary's cat was

big
fuzzy
yellow
sick

Mary tot,k her canto the

store
street
hous0
park

Where was th-. walnut tree?

in the backyard,
at the school
in the park
in the forest

1. Mary played with her cat

soinetimes
weekends
daily
mornings

,

5. Which of these is the best title for the story?

Books
Cats
C'firs
Toys

4_L

/

/'
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Teitchci-Made Instructional Objectives and Test Items

Given a riddle. the pupil must be able to 'correctly supply a rhyming word as the answer.

Test,Ifem:

"Flower, flower,
Pretty as can be, .
Flower, flower,
GrOw for

Given a selection of spoken words, the child will identify the short vowel sound.
5

Test Item:

Tell me the short vowel sound in these words: hill, sun, top, pet, hat.

Given a group of compound words, the student must correctly divide each word into its
two words.

Test Item:

Draw a vertical line between the two words.

necktie
fingernail
fireman
fishhook
hotdog
treetop
raincoat

V

Given a group or words, the pupil must correctly use the following verb endings:
"s". "ed", and "ing".

Test Iterri:

36 .

t

Fill in the correct ending (s, ed, ing) for the action words in these sentences:

e.g. Tom jump over the box 14t' night.
The dog is bark
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Appendix D

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

41"

it

June 5, 1972 t.

Name

School

Grade

In an attempt to evaluate the IlumRRO Project, your best judgment is requested in answering
the following questions-. ('heck the blank that is appropriate. ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS.
Return to Fred Rivkin by June 13, 1972. Please use, the enclosed envelope.

1. With respect to the objectives prepared during last sumtner's workshop, how much have you:

a. Used them in preparing your lesson plans?

13 quite a lot
S a fair amount
3_ some
:3 hardly at all
7 not at all.
1 no response

IN%

b. Used them to check -off pupil progress?

11 quite a lot
11 a fair amount

3 some
1 hardly at all

_8_ not at all
1 no response

2. With respect to the textbook objectives (math modules, other books), how much have you:'.

a. 1.",itni them in preparing your lesson plans?

10 quite a lot
13 a fair amount

5 some
2 hardly at all
5 not at all

b. I 'set' them to check-off pupil progress?

12 quite ,a lot
13 a fair dmount

4 some
1 hardly at all
5 not at all

4 3
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:3. In addition to the above, how often have you prepared your own set of objectives?

14 quite a lot
4 a fair amount

15 some
1 hardly at all
1 not at all

4.- If you prepared your own objectives, how much have you:

a. C'sed them in preparing your lesson plans?

_20 quite a lot
4 a fair amount
9 some
0 hardly at all

. 1 not at all
1 no response

b. Used them to check -off pupil progress?

18 quite a lot
6 a fair amount

10 some
0 hardly at all
0 not at all
1 no response

5. In what content areas have you used the objectives listed below?

Workshop Textbook My Own
Content Area Objectives Objectives Objectives-

Reading 24* 22 26

Arithmetic 22 20 18.

Science

Health

2 13, 13

2 9 13

Social Studies 5 12 12

Spelling 4 19 22

Language Arts 7 18 26

Handwriting 1
\
N14 18

t
PLEASE NOTE: You may need to check more than one kind of, objective for a given

content area. .

6. Have you attempted to individualize instruction?--- 34- \ 1

sa

44
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7. If YES to item 6, did you use:

a. Commercially prepared materials?

b. Your own materials?

29. 6

YES NO

28 7

YES NO

8.. If YES to item 6, in what content

,
Reading

Arithmetic
Science

area(s) did

YES

you attempt to individualize instruction:

NO

_1
_11

29

431

X24

I 4

Health 3 30.

Social Studies 5 . 28

Spelling 1 19 16

Language Arts j_i_13 19
Handwriting. 12 20

9: In your ()Pinion, how successful were you in individualizing instruction:

10 quite successful
16 fairly successful

7 slightly successful
1 had problems
0 it didn't work at all

10. Have you applied. any formal CM Programs in the classroom?

11. in

31 4

YES NO

your opinion, did your us of positive reinforcement practices over the past year show:

12 a big incr me
16 a moderate increase

..__.5_ a slight increase
1 no increase at all

a slight decrease

12. What do you find to be the most effective disciplinary practice(s) in managing your students?

45 39



13. What aspects of the project do you recommend being continued next year:

29 Help in individualizing instruction

14 Help in using objectives in teaching

24 Help*in using Contingency: Management (CM) in the classroom

19 Classroom observation by P.C.

13 Lunch time study sessions

16 The Bugle

11 Technical assistance by HumRRO personnel

34 Teacher aides assigned to project teachers

29 Funds for reinforcers
(Add your own)
(Add your own)

1.1. If you had the power and authority, what one thing would you change-in the project to
make it more effective?

15. List ALL gripes and praises! (may use back of this sheet)
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Appendix E

ADMINISTRATOR VALUATION

June 6,1972

In an attempt.to evaluate the HumB.R0 Project, your best judgment is requested in answering
the following questions. Check the blank(s) that is appropriate. Be sure to answer ALL
questions. Return to Fred Rivkin ,by June 13, 1972.

I. flow many Contingency Management (CM) Programs, both academic and social, have
been carried out by your staff?

1 .a large number
1 quite a few
2 a few

one or two
O .nono to my knowledge

II. Changes in your staff's peiformance (competence in using CM and objectives) have been:

1 quite substantial
substantial

1 moderate
i) very slight
O what changes?

Ill. How often did individual staff memberS consult with or inform you of their proposed or
on-going CM Programs?

O quite often
2 often

on occasion
0 seldom

never

IV. What is the attitude of the project teachers toward the program?

1 extremely favorable
3 - favorable
0 neutral
0 unfavorable

extremely unfavorable

47
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V. What do you perceive to be the community's attitude toward the program?

0 extremely favorable
3 favorable
1 neutral
0 unfavorable
0 extremely unfavorable

VI. What aspects of the project do you recommend being continued next year?

4 Help in individualizing instruction
4 Help in using objectives in teaching
2 Help in using CM in the. classroom
2 Classroom observation by Project Coordinator
2 Lunch time study sessions
1 The Bugle
2 Technical assistance by HumRRO personnel
2 Teacher aides assignments to projeCt teachers
0 Funds for rein forcers
0 (Add your own)
0 (Add your own)

42_
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Appendix F

AGREEMENT BETWEEN PROJECT TEACHERS AND.
PROGRAM COORDINATOR 1971-72

A. Program Coordinator responsibilities:
The PC' agrees to the following:
1.-Observe teacher behavior in the classroom and provide feedback on teacher performance.

'Classroom visits will be made. on a regularly scheduled basis throughout the school year.

2. Provide assistance in:
a. Planning and carrying out CM programs.
b. Overcoming technical problems associated With program operation.
c. Creating a positively reinforcing learning environment.
d. Using individualized instruction.

3. Prepare and distribute status reports on the project.

ti

4. Publish and diStribute a,project newsletter ona regular basis. \
.

5. Provide administrative support for innovative* teaching practices consistent with individuali-
zation, utilization of objectives and CM.

i
h. Provide teacher aide assistance to project teachers. This assistance is, of course, dependent

on the level of federal and state funding. ,

7. Provide funds for the purchase of reinforcers to be used in CM programs.

S. Provide funds for individualized instructional material that is consistent with project
objectives.

9. Publicly acknowledge, verbally end in writing, teachers who conduct successful and/or
innovative teaching practiCes that are consistent with workshop objectives.

Follovv-UP program teacher responsibilities:
1. Create a positively reinforcingnon-aversive learning .environment in the classroom. This

is determined by. the observation of teaching behaviors. Soine of the behaviors to be
observed include the number Of:
a. Response opportunities.
b. Approving behaviors,
c. Disapproving behaviors.

2. Use pupil 'performance objectives in the teaching of reading and arithmetic. Use a check-off
system to red'ord pupil achievement of objectives.

3. Provide opportunities for pupils to learn on an individualized or self-paced basis.

4. Use contingency management procedures and techniques in a formal program to change
pupil's behavior (social and academic) as the need arises. Before beginnitig a CM
programsubmit a-written description of program procedures to the PC: Supply data
on the results of the program,

5. Attend regularly schedided follow-up meetings with project staff.

6. Prepare and submit reports on project progress.
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The achievement of these objectives should result in:

1. The teacher passing a written CM examination and becoming certified in 'contin-
gency management.

2. Each pupil in the class improving by 1 grade point equivalent in reading and
arithmetic,

3,
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